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Driven by the multiple stressors of the COVID-19 pandemic,

need for mental health & addiction treatment in Maryland is spiking
at a time when workforce shortages limit treatment capacity.

In January, the Maryland Department of Health began a process to recoup
$330 million* from providers as a result of Optum’s past payment problems.

Recoupment will further reduce treatment capacity
on top of the existing workforce crisis.
* DLS has estimated that providers owe only about $100 million.

Preserve treatment capacity

No receipts, no recoupment

Over one quarter of providers have already
reduced capacity as a result of ongoing Optum payment disruptions. Repayment now
will only further reduce treatment at a
time it is needed more than ever.

Optum has not yet delivered an accurate
accounting of what monies providers allegedly owe and, at the same time, providers
remain underpaid due to ongoing Optum
claims processing problems.

Enact COVID relief to preserve treatment capacity by supporting

debt relief for behavioral health providers
learn more

For details on Optum’s two-year history of problems, see mdcbh.org/public-policy.
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Optum can’t find, correctly process, and account for all claims.
In November 2021, CBH called for a three-pronged
approach to providers’ debt obligations:
•

Credit improper denials and missing claims;

•

Repay duplicate payments;

•

Forgive estimated payment balances.

CBH’s original proposal is no longer viable because
Optum has not shown itself capable of identifying and
correcting claim errors, nor can it correctly identify an
original claim, linking it to all reprocessings. This means
that Optum has not provided transparent and
verifiable math to justify its repayment amounts.
Two years after Optum’s contract launch, providers continue to struggle with claims going missing and
claims denied or retracted due to Optum errors. At the same time, Optum has not delivered an itemized
list of claims — tying each claim back to its original submission — to justify its recoupment amounts.

The absence of accountability for Optum means that providers’ repayment obligations will be overstated,
while claims revenue is decreased due to Optum’s errors.

Debt cancellation allows focus on pandemic response For two
years, Optum’s claims processing problems have wreaked havoc on behavioral health services. Without the ability to deliver transparency and accountability, debt cancellation is
the only fair resolution that preserves treatment capacity.

About Us
The Community Behavioral Health Association of Maryland
(CBH) seeks to improve the quality of behavioral health care
and access to treatment.
We represent 90 organizations providing mental health and
addiction treatment to Maryland residents. Our members
encompass over 810 service sites, 180,000 individuals
served and 13,000 employees.

learn more

For details on CBH priorities, contact Shannon Hall at shannon@mdcbh.org.
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